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Introduction 

Nowadays, higher professional education is actively searching for and trying 

to implement into the educational process the most effective teaching methods. 

This situation is determined by the increased demands for high quality 

education. Let us outline the principal transformations that took place in the 
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ABSTRACT 
This article aims to discuss the opportunities in the interactive teaching in higher education. 

The study presents the methodological approach of understanding the notions of “teaching 

technology” and “interactive teaching methods”. The originality of the study consists in the 

authors’ definition of the situation in “the conceptual didactic field” and their proposal of 

classifying interactive teaching methods. The authors have also explored endless possibilities 

for setting up the interactive educational process of non-entertaining interactive teaching 

methods. The issue of implementing interactive teaching methods and techniques in higher 

education concerns, in the narrow sense, encouraging teachers to perfectly master the 

specialized terminology and to communicate in the same “teaching” language; and, in the 

broad sense, the approach to evaluating quality of teaching in a higher education institution, 

since interactivity is in demand among students, making this institution more competitive in 

the educational services industry (related to the “word of mouth” phenomenon when 

modern students’ emotions and impressions about an interesting activity are reinforced by 

professional knowledge which is a must on the job market).The findings obtained provide a 

conclusive proof that clear and scientifically grounded organization of the educational 

process in a higher education institution is a prerequisite for the formation of a 

professionally orientated psychologist as an individual. The contents of the educational 

process must be interrelated, complementing each other, which will allow for 

comprehensive and purposeful development of the process. 
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development and upgrading of teaching in higher education in the 21st century 

(Bespalko, 1989, Bykov, 2000, Verbitsky, 1991, Gushtchin, 2012): 

- Developing students’ thinking and reflexive skills; 

- Creating conditions for collaboration through implementation of 

appropriate teaching methods and techniques, effective communication; 

developing teamwork skills; interdisciplinary and meta-subject immersion in the 

studied topic;  

- Teaching technological skills to all the participants of the educational 

process; digital tools; 

- Setting clear goals for evaluating learning outcomes; corresponding 

tasks; self- and peer assessment; timely feedback; 

- Reality-based problem-solving skills development; cross-disciplinary 

approach; contextualization; 

- Learning process includes collaborative and cross-disciplinary 

approaches; 

- Developing total control of information, tools, technologies, etc. 

Academic staff is responsible for implementing all of the above-mentioned 

tendencies. The following factors that emerged in Russian higher education in 

the last twenty years are worth mentioning: 

1) Aging of teaching staff and comparatively low percent of “young” 

staffing, especially in higher education institutions, located far from Moscow and 

Saint-Petersburg. 

2) Decrease in quality of teacher training (increased number of class hours, 

rush towards grants, lack of time to get familiar with teacher training materials, 

etc.) 

3) A low degree of professional teacher training of the new generation of 

engineering, economics, law, health sciences teachers, among others. 

Whereas the first characteristic is not yet alarming, young teachers’ 

superficial knowledge of the basics of education science and psychology does not 

allow them to feel comfortable as mentors to their students. In addition, the 

notion of “teaching technology” replaces, for a number of teachers, the 

vocabulary of the learning process. In many higher education institutions in 

Russia, the solution to this issue is to involve teaching staff in methodological 

and academic work: methodological and methodical seminars, rewards for 

publications and presentations on their teaching experiences during various 

competitions and contests, for instance, “The Best Lecturer”, “The Best 

Supervisor”, etc. As a rule, this kind of competitions includes theoretical and 

practical contests. Issues, related to terminology, are usually part of theoretical 

assignments at this kind of competitions. Let us now present some results based 

on our experiences. 

Methodology 

Education sciences is the field that is constantly developing, new terms are 

appearing, the content of the already existing notions is being redefined and/or 
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corrected (Mukhina, 2013, Barantchuk, 2015, Bespalko, 1989, Klarin, 1989, 

Faktorovitch, 2008, Ponomariova, 2015, etc.). This is why it is important that 

teaching staff masters this knowledge and that colleagues, when carrying out 

professional activities, communicate with each other, using the same “teaching” 

language. It often occurs that one and the same notion is given different 

definitions. In particular, this observation may also be attributed to the didactic 

terms “teaching technologies” and “interactive learning methods”. Let us define 

these terms accurately. 

The notion of “teaching technology” is based on the word “technology”. Our 

familiarity with publications in scientific and technical, psychological, teaching 

and socio-economical fields allows us to conclude that modern understanding of 

the notion of “technology” has been significantly broadened and now refers to: 

- the totality of operational procedures; 

- various activities, defined by the specific tool set; 

- the informational environment, in which these activities are carried out; 

-the management system corresponding to the activities of a social and 

economic nature, etc. 

The academic community does not have a unified view about how to evaluate 

this phenomenon and assess its importance for contemporary education. 

Relevant issues related to teaching technologies are the following: 

- the lack of a unified approach to defining the notion of “teaching 

technology” along with the absence of a detailed classification of the existing 

teaching technologies; 

- “the critical threshold” in the use of teaching technologies (especially 

within the context of educational activities); 

- the contradiction between the algorithmic and excessively schematic 

nature of technology and the subjective and creative nature of the teaching 

process; 

- the correlation of the notions, such as “teaching technology”, “study 

options”, “learning methods”, “learning techniques”, etc. 

The following approaches to defining the notion of “teaching technology” are 

cited in the research literature on psychology and teacher training (Mukhina, 

2013, Bespalko, 1989, Bykov, 2000, Gushtchin, 2012, Ilyina, 2014, Sitarov, 2008, 

Faktorovitch, 2008, Ponomariova, 2015, etc.): 

- scientific interpretation: 

 Teaching technology is part of educational activities and teacher training 

that studies and establishes learning objectives, content and methods; 

 Teaching technology is the area of academic research that studies the 

efficiency of training; 

- organizational concept of the teaching technology:  

 It is a method of organization and an educational process model that 

guarantees the achievement of the desired result; 
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 It refers to the hands-on teaching methods, means and techniques set up 

and implemented by the teaching staff; 

 It refers to the process of knowledge, skills and abilities acquisition; 

 It refers to rational concepts of constructing educational systems; 

- the instrumental approach to teaching technology:  

 It is a system of instructions and precepts aimed at optimizing the 

educational process; 

 It refers to technology-based learning tools; 

 It creates mental prototypes of reality; 

 It creates evidence-based methods and techniques that guarantee the 

achievement of specific didactic objectives. 

We share the opinion of A. A. Faktorovitch (2008) that teaching technology is 

a self-sufficient and valuable academic phenomenon, this is why it is necessary 

not to replace it with well-known teaching categories, but to consider it in 

relation to them. The research of the in-depth meaning of the notion of 

“technology” has not yet been worked out. The specific nature of teaching 

technology is yet to be revealed in order to justify the implementation of this 

notion in teacher training studies. 

In the 1990s, “interactive” was used, in Russian didactics, as a synonym of 

“active” (the prefix “inter-” encourages not only “teacher-learer”, but also and 

more importantly “learner-learner” interpersonal educational communication). 

In the 21st century, the term “interactive” has acquired, among teachers, the 

status of a teacher’s professional level (Dolgorukov, 2002, Yevdokimova, 2014, 

Ivanov, 2014, Ilyina, 2014, Ponomariova, 2016, etc.). 

Pedagogical sciences always challenge the teacher to encourage students to 

take an active part in acquiring knowledge and theoretical and practical 

experience. Fifty years ago, having set this goal, Russian educators adopted the 

term “active teaching forms and methods”. The term “active” was intended to 

orient teachers towards constructing the educational process on the basis of 

learning tasks stimulating interest among students (to make every lesson 

interesting and motivating requires natural ability which cannot be 

demonstrated by every teacher). However, the sceptics, at once, answered to the 

introduction of the term “active” by declaring that, following the same reasoning, 

all other teaching forms and methods ought to be called “passive”. Currently, 

several organizational models of the educational process coexist in teaching 

practice (Ponomaryova et al., 2015, Ponomariova et al., 2016): 

1. The “passive” learning model refers to the teacher-learner interaction, in 

which the teacher is the main participant in full control of the learning process, 

and the learners have a role of rather “passive” listeners who follow their 

teacher’s instructions. The teacher-learner relationship is conducted through 

surveys, independent work, exams, tests, etc. 

2. The active learning model refers to the teacher-learner interaction, in 

which learners/students are no longer passive listeners, but active participants. 
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If passive methods, as a rule, imply an authoritarian teaching style, active 

methods imply a democratic one. 

3. The interactive learning model is based on the teacher-learner and 

learner-learner paradigms that replicate real-life situations and include 

activities, such as learners’ interaction with each other, exchange of information, 

role-playing, joint problem-solving (Zharkevitch, 2014, Konova, Pallak, 2013, 

Makhotin, 2014). We adhere to the following classification of interactive 

teaching methods: 

- Entertaining methods: role-playing, action games, didactic games, etc. 

- Non-entertaining methods: discussions, discussions, various 

assignments, analysis and problem-solving, including case studies through 

brainstorming, aquarium, peer feedback, etc. (Ponomariova et al., 2015). 

There exists a lot of information about applying entertaining teaching 

methods. In this article, we focus on some specific non-entertaining interactive 

learning methods and techniques (Ponomariova et al., 2015). 

Discussion is a dialogue/a polylogue or a free exchange of views aimed at 

elaborating scientific and moral ideas, position clarifications and overcoming 

misconceptions. It is usually implied that, upon reflecting on an issue, one comes 

up with the answer to an opponent’s opinion, and this is why divergence of 

opinions makes the discussion possible. However, what really happens is quite 

the opposite: the discussion generates ideas and activates thinking; when it 

comes to discussing an issue in the classroom setting, it also ensures learners’ 

conscious subject matter retention. During a lecture, discussion is not possible, 

in its fullest sense; however, the debatable issue that has led to several different 

answers from learners, without any of them being recognized as the most 

appropriate and correct, creates an atmosphere of collective thinking and 

readiness to listen to the teacher who answers the debatable question. 

The learning method, popularly known nowadays as brainstorming, was first 

used in 1945 in a specific military situation. A few years later, the officer, who 

had become a teacher, applied this technique for the purposes of military 

training. Modern pedagogical sciences acknowledged the contribution made by 

military didactics and adopted it as a general didactic technique that works as 

follows. Learners are given a specific task. Every participant expresses his 

opinions and ideas as to how to solve it without any attempts to assess them or 

to put them in order. The expressed ideas are then written down on a piece of 

paper. Usually, a group manages to “produce” one or two pages with ideas or 

commentaries jotted down before the brainstorming process runs low.  

A case is considered to be one of the following (Barantchuk, 2015, 

Dolgorukov, 2002, Makhotin, 2014, Pastoukhova, 2011, Ponomariova et al., 

2015, Smirnova, 2016, Ponomariova et al., 2016): 

- A task that reproduces a real-life situation. Learners must analyse the 

situation, think over the essence of the problem, suggest possible solutions to it 

and choose the best one; 

- Information material, describing a specific issue to be solved in a group; 
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- A specific practical situation that presents an event containing an issue 

to be solved. 

The case study method involves assigning a situational task to a group that 

then analyses it, identifies the problem and suggests ideas and solutions 

through discussion with other groups. This method aims at finding solutions to 

the problem. 

Results  

Below, we provide some examples of case studies, borrowed from the 

academic discipline, known as “Conceptions of Modern Natural Sciences” (meta-

subject and cross-disciplinary approach). 

Case № 1.  Instructions. Decide whether the following assumptions are true 

or false (yes or no). Justify your answer. 

Case № 1 a. Bacteria breeding at temperatures above +100ºС can live near 

hot springs on the ocean floor. 

Possible answer: yes. Such bacteria are found at great depths below the 

surface, since water does not boil at these temperatures because of high 

pressure. 

Case № 1 b. In demographic studies (the study of the gender and age of the 

population in given areas) the birth rate is usually calculated, taking into 

account the entire population. 

Possible answer: no. In demographic studies, the birth rate is usually 

calculated, taking into account one woman of childbearing age, not the entire 

population. 

Case № 1 c. Predators and parasites are often beneficial to populations. 

Possible answer: yes. Competitiveness and predation decrease the growth 

rate of populations that experience these impacts, but this effect is not 

necessarily dangerous, if considered in terms of population survival over a long 

period of time or in evolutionary terms. Negative interactions can speed up 

natural selection and lead to new adaptations. Predators and parasites can be 

beneficial to populations that lack self-regulatory mechanisms of preventing 

overpopulation which could bring about these populations’ self-destruction. 

Case № 1 d. Although dams constructed on big rivers are praised as a source 

of many boons (production of electricity, control over floods, water use, fishing, 

recreational activities), a great number of purposes usually contradict each 

other. 

Possible answer: yes. These purposes contradict each other: if floods are to be 

kept under control, water will have to be released before the river flood season, 

but this reduces the power generation and hinders the recreational use of the 

water reservoir. The system can be used to the maximum for one purpose (or 

several interrelated purposes), putting aside the other ones, or one can make a 

decision in favour of multiple purposes, i.e. to compromise. 

Case № 1. A granny was giving water to goats. She was carrying water in a 

galvanized bucket from a well. The granny thought the water was too cold and 

decided to warm it up. She put the bucket on a gas-stove and, being busy with 

other things, forgot about the water. When the granny, finally, thought about it, 

the latter had partially boiled out. Adding some hot water to cold water, she 
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gave it to the goats. Two weeks later, the granny was surprised to see rust inside 

the bucket, on the bottom.  

How would you explain what happened? 

What does a galvanized bucket mean?  

Answer: Corrosion (lat. corrosio – eroding) is the gradual destruction of 

metals by chemical or physical and chemical reaction with their environment. 

Galvanization is 1) the process of applying a protective zinc coating to a metal 

item to increase the physical and chemical resistance to its surface; 2) the 

widespread and thrifty way of protecting iron and its alloys from corrosion. 

When heated in water, zinc starts to react with water. Anti-corrosion coating is 

destroyed. Zinc on the bottom of the bucket is considerably heated. After a while, 

the bottom of the bucket where the zinc coating has been destroyed, iron starts to 

corrode. This is the reason why rust has appeared on the bottom of the bucket. 

It is also necessary to remember that zinc salts, especially sulphates and 

chlorides, when present in large quantities in the organism for a long time, can 

cause poisoning because of the high toxic level of Zn+2 ions. 1 gram of zinc 

sulphate is sufficient to case heavy poisoning. In everyday life, chlorides, 

sulphates and zinc oxide form when food items are kept in zinc and galvanized 

dinnerware. Galvanized buckets bear a warning on the label: “Cold water only”. 

NB. This case can be used not only in a group discussion, but also for 

individual work. The accomplishment of such cases are usually evaluated with 

the figure of one, and their failure, with a zero. 

The following situational activities (case studies) can be suggested for 

analysis: 

- Illustration (highlights common factors, mechanisms, consequences); 

- Problem (describes a real-life problem situation, a solution to which must 

be found, or it is necessary to make a conclusion about its absence); 

- Assessment (describes a problem situation, the solution to which is 

already found; the goal is to critically analyze the solution); 

- Exercise (use of specialized sources of information, literature, reference 

books). 

A SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) is an 

additional structured brainstorming technique allowing to analyse any aspect 

that is pertinent for discussion. 

The rules of a SWOT analysis are as follows: divide into three parts a piece of 

paper (or a board), which is comfortable to work with, and give them titles. The 

strengths and weaknesses of the solution of an issue are perceived as internal 

factors and opportunities and threats, as external factors. As soon as these areas 

have been determined, groups can work according to these results, for instance: 

“What can we do to minimize the identified threats?” 

Discussion and SWOT analysis topics:  

1) “Is science good or evil?” (philosophy). 

2) “Is altruism a weakness or strength of mind?” (philosophy, history, 

pedagogics, psychology). 

3) “Is there no alternative for nuclear power?” (philosophy, physics, etc.) 

Discussion  
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Our analysis of pedagogical literature on the issue under discussion allows us 

to conclude that the notion of “teaching technology” is understood as working 

performance reflecting a high level of culture and efficiency based on: 

- the updating of methodology for teaching an academic discipline 

(learning patterns, methods and techniques); 

- “tools” (including learning tools); 

- models (teacher’s work experience and personality); 

- learning standards (general secondary, higher secondary and 

postsecondary); 

- planning and predicting learning outcomes 

- the general knowledge of how the education system develops and 

functions. 

It is worth noting that a broad definition of “teaching technology” can be 

explained by the desire to use this term instead of the usual and traditional 

“mode of study” and “teaching method”. It is easier to use the unified term 

“teaching technology” without going into detail; however, this simplification 

leads to the loss of the professional slang, known to all teachers, regardless of 

their specialization. 

Interactive learning methods are considered to be part of teaching 

technologies in secondary and postsecondary professional education. 

The above-mentioned interactive non-entertaining learning methods are used 

to complete tasks related to both the humanities and technology. For example, 

discussions, cases, brainstorming activities, a SWOT analysis can be integrated 

into workshops and and study groups. At the same time, learners: 

- develop their communicative and interactive (transpersonal) skills and 

abilities that allow them to successfully interact and make collective decisions; 

- upgrade their presentation skills; 

- acquire professional skills and abilities; 

- improve their self-education skills in independent search for information 

necessary for problem-solving. 

The use of activities involving discussions requires teachers to master the 

heuristic methods of conducting a conversation and to create conditions that 

stimulate discussion among learners. This is a simple method, yet difficult to 

implement, since learners are used to listening to the teacher explain new 

material and require the same from their students. The question and answer 

technique of teaching interaction rarely leads to a dialogue, whereas the 

dialogue is one of the oldest teaching techniques used by the greatest teachers of 

the past, such as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Montaigne, Kamensky, Pestalozzi, 

Ushinsky, Tolstoy, Sukhomlinsky. Virtually any discussion can be completed by 

such methodological techniques, as brainstorming and the SWOT analysis. The 

above-mentioned examples of case studies could be presented in discussion form. 

The case study method is based on a specific (real-life) example: recognition 

of a number of events at production site or within an organization; description of 

a specific professional activity or that of emotional and behavioural interaction 

aspects among workers, i.e. the real-life workflow is modeled in conformity with 

the learning content. A step-by-step approach on how to develop a case study is 
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as follows: if emotions are eliminated, removed from a problem, all that remains 

is the situation. It is necessary to describe it and find a solution to it. 

A case is intended to to acquire knowledge on the disciplines or topics that 

allow a multiple interpretation. The emphasis is put not on gaining ready 

information, but on working it out, on collaboration between the learner/student 

and the teacher. Not only the knowledge, but also the skills required in a 

professional activity result from adopting this method. 

Brainstorming as the interactive learning method generates innovative ideas. 

This technique is very efficient, since one person’s thoughts often stimulate 

those of another person, and, as a result, ideas emerge one after another. The 

analysis of the outcomes will be given later. 

The advantages of the cases, brainstorming and the SWOT analysis are the 

following: possibility to set up the learning process in the spirit of inquiry and 

research; development of effective communication skills in team; synergy 

(immersion into a situation, knowledge generation, insight, discovery); 

possibility to create the situation of success, etc. 

The disadvantages of the cases, brainstorming and the SWOT analysis are 

the following: the case developers need to be highly qualified and to completely 

master the subject and the methodology. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the modern didactics as a teaching science has been 

considerably enriched by introducing interactivity into the comprehensive 

educational process. The learning process is focused on the coordinated “teacher-

learner” and “learner-learner” interaction. The latter takes place in a climate of 

mutual support that allows learners not only to acquire new knowledge, but also 

to develop their cognitive abilities. The domination of an idea or of a participant 

is completely excluded from the learning process. Instead of being subject to 

impact, the learner interacts, takes an active part in the learning process and 

does so at his own individual pace. 

In the traditional monitoring of the quality of teaching in high education, the 

use of interactive teaching methods and techniques in the teachers’ work can 

serve as a reliable indicator of their work proficiency (Bykov, 2000, Ponomariova 

et al., 2015). However, teaching staff in a higher education institution lacks 

methodological recommendations on how to use cases, brainstorming activities 

and the SWOT analysis. We focus our research on elaborating cases, thematic 

content and the brainstorming and SWOT analysis methodology in order to 

facilitate the implementation of interactive teaching methods and techniques 

into the learning process. 

The results were received while working on order of the Ministry of 

Education and Science of the Russian Federation. 
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